Down To The Honky Tonk

Intro: 16ct - No Tags Or Restarts

( 1-8 ) TOE HEEL STOMP X 2 FORWARD SHUFFLE - FORWARD RT. MAMBA
1&2 left toe – heel – stomp
3&4 right toe – heel - stomp
5&6 step LF forward – step RF next to LF – step LF forward
7&8 rock RF forward - recover on LF – step RF backwards (12:00)

( 9-16 ) SHUFFLE BACK, COASTER STEP, STEP PIVOT CROSS, STEP TOUCHES
1&2 step LF back – step RF next to LF – step LF back
3&4 step RF back – step LF next to RF step RF forward
5&6 step LF forward – pivot ¼ turn RT – cross LF over RF
7&8& step RF out to RT – touch LF next to RF – step LF out to LT - touch RF next to LF
(3:00)

( 17-24) RT SHUFFLE, CROSS ROCKRECOVER, TURNING JAZZBOX X 2 MAKING 1/4 TURN
1&2 step RF out to RT – step LF next to RF – step RF out to RT
3&4 cross LF over RF – recover on RF – step LF next to RF
5&6&7&8& cross RF over LF, Step LF Back , making a 1/4 turn RT step RF to RT side, step LF foreword, Cross RF over LF, step LF back, step RF to RT side, step LF Forward

(25-32) SCUFF STOMP STOMP, HEEL SWIVILS, LT MAMBA, RT MAMBA
1&2 scuff RF – stomp RF – stomp LF
3&4 swivels heels RT – LT – RT
5&6 step LF out to LT – recover on RF – step LF next to RF
7&8 step RF out to RT – recover on LF – step RF next to LF

This dance rotates clockwise.

Any questions contact me @ pistoias@ymail.com have fun enjoy!!!!
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